
299. The extent to which Greet was involved in the case has been separately
examined by Detective Sergeant Hoyle, Oamaru Police, and we have examined
his file and viewed a videotaped interview with Mr Greet.572 We have also
spoken at length to Greet and made our own assessments of him.573 We do not
believe he was in any way implicated in the deaths at 65 Every Street.

300. We find the time and effort devoted to Mr Greet was appropriate to the
circumstances and it was properly determined that no justifiable suspicion
attaches to him in theBain killings.

Failure to Supply the Defence with Full Police Video Footage

301.ln this matter Mr Karam contends Police denied to the jury [and subsequently
himself] information which could have assisted David Bain. He refers to Police
video recordings at the crime scene on 20 June 1994, and alleges there was
sinister editing from original footage. In his book, he writes: "It is my belief,
howeve" that the entire footage of that film takentrior to 12.05 would provide a
number of answers to unexplainable matters ... ,,57

302. As mentioned earlier, the use of a video camera to record the interior of the Bain
house was a fairly new innovation in scene preservation/examination in Dunedin
in June 1994. Neither the cameraman nor the OC Scene were particularly
practised in crime scene filming and to some extent they were both finding their
way with the new facility. This is evidenced by a tendency to jump from one
room to another and, of course, as with much amateur filming, there was some
extraneous and irrelevant footage. Attempts to capture Police reconstructions
of some of the killings did not produce a particularly professional or useful end
product. To some extent this might be due to the fact that it was not initially
thought it would become a court exhibit but could have a limited use as a
training aid.575 However, it was subsequently decided there could be benefit in
putting before the jury some of the footage recorded at the house and, with the
agreement of Mr Guest, a 26 minute silent segment [not 12 minutes as alleged
by Mr Karam]576depicting the crime scene and some reconstructions was
prepared.

303. A copy of that segment was supplied to the defence, and at the trial it was
screened as part of Detective Sergeant Weir's evidence. He "talked it through"
for the jury and there was no dissent or objection from counselor Justice
Willi9.mson to his presentation;577

304. When Mr Karam became involved in the case after the trial, he requested a copy
of the full tape and was supplied with the full footage from the master tape,
minus the sound track. In his book, he contends the full filming would have
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been of three to four hours duration but he was supplied with considerably less
than that and implies that the Police improperly withheld from him important
footage.578

305. Mr Karam also criticises Detective Sergeant Weir's evidence at the trial where
he alleges the officer falsely testified that video filming at the house did not begin
until after 12.05pm.579 This matter has been discussed in paragraphs dealing
with the Police photographer at the scene.

306. We have viewed the master tape and are satisfied that it consists of 1 hour 20
minutes recorded footage. We are also satisfied the copy received by Mr
Karam was the full footage but, like the segment shown to the jury, was without
the sound track. The decision to withhold the sound track was made by
Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle but as a result of representations from Mr
Karam we rescinded that decision and delivered him another full copy with the

. sound track included.

307. We find there was no Police misconduct or impropriety over actions in respect of
the video footage shown to the jury or supplied to Mr Karam.

Attempt to Connect David with the Green Jersey

308.ln this matter Mr Karam contends the Crown case contained improper or
inadequate evidence. In his book, he writes: "The fibres under Stephen's
fingernails were not proved to have come from the green jersey in the
wash ... The ESR evidence said the fibres were consistent with having come from
the green jersey. The evidence went no further than that. ,,580

309. One of the garments found in the washing machine was a green woollen jersey.
The Police believed it had been put through the wash to remove blood. Fibres
of similar wool were found under Stephen's fingernails and the Police
reconstruction was the fibres got there while Stephen wasJighting for his life.

31O.lt is Mr Karam's contention the Police failed to identify the fibres or connect
David with the jersey. He points out that at the trial David clearly demonstrated
the garment was too small for him.581 The implication that officers improperly
endeavoured to connect David with the jerseyhas been explored.

311. The jersey was a significant part of the evidence. There was good reason to
believe itwas worn by the killer and that it had been severely blood stained in
the struggle with Stephen. Fibres indistinguishable from the garment were
found under Stephen's fingernails and smudges of blood [in a pattern consistent
with the loose woollen weave of the garment]582were found at about shoulder
level in parts of the house where the killer had moved after leaving Stephen's
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312. The jersey was found by Police in the home washing machine and, because
David's bloodied palm print was found on the appliance, they believed he placed
the jersey in the machine while his hands were still wet with blood. They did not
believe he got blood on his hands by innocently lifting the jersey from the wash
basket into the tub after the paper run.584 There were other garments in the
washing machine which Police believed David could have worn as over clothing
during the murders and which ma~ have also provided some protection from
further injury during the struggle.5 5

313. The jersey was not the only factor which the Crown said connected David to the
struggle with Stephen. Other factors were:-

The spectacle lens and David's blood stained gloves in Stephen's room.

David's unexplained recent injuries.

The luminol developed sockprints leading from Stephen's bedroom of a
size consistent with David's feet.

Bloodied impressions with the loose weave patterns of the jersey being
found on door jambs [presumably made by the person wearing the jersey
as he moved about the house].

Diluted blood stains on David's "Gondoliers" sweat shirt found unwashed
in the washing basket in the laundry.586

Evidence in the laundry of someone having washed and laundered blood
stained garments there.

David's bloodied palmprint on the washing machine.

314. The matter of the jersey and its linkage to David was extensively canvassed
before the jury.

315. We believe the jersey and the fibres were properly put in evidence and that there
was no Police misconduct or impropriety in respect of those items.

Failure tp Explore Margaret's Diaries for Clues

316. It is Mr Karam's contention that a careful study of Margaret Bain's diaries would
have turned up important information that ought to have come to light and he
implies the Police overlooked a key aspect of the case. He points out Margaret
referred to Robin as the Devil in her diary entries and contends the Police should
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have more deeply delved into her reasons for doing SO.587

317.lt transpires that Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle examined the diaries during
the initial investigation and found entries ceased in 1993. He found there was
nothing in the writings which might have been useful in explainin@ the events of
19/20 June 1994.588 [The diaries covered the period 1990/93.]58 They were
handed over to the family and could have been available for David's defence if
requested.

318. We find the time and effort devoted to this aspect of the case was appropriate to
the circumstances.

Implication that Crown Witnesses Were Untruthful

319.ln several places in his book, Mr Karam reflects upon the integrity of Police
officers involved in the homicide inquiry. At one point he writes: "The sad fact
is that justice is a game, to be won or lost. And for those involved in the case
against David, they would stop at nothing to win. ,,s90 At another point he says "I
believed then, as I still do, that of all the people who gave evidence in the trial
that led to his conviction he [David] is one who 'told the whole truth and nothing
but the truth,."s91 Elsewhere he writes: "After all, we as citizens expect the
criminals in our society to prevaricate, even on the stand. That is the nature of
their occupations, so to speak. We do not expect it of anyone in our police,
under any circumstances. ,,s92

320. Mr Karam implies there was a conspiracy among Crown witnesses to ensure
David was convicted. He suggests evidence favourable to David was
suppressed and the jury did not hear the whole truth. He suggests some Police
in Dunedin were unhappy with the course taken by the investigators and that
some members were anxious to suppress evidence to prevent the truth
emerging.593

321. We interviewed Counsel and others involved in the trial. We were not given any
opinion that would suggest that any Crown witness gave evidence dishonestly or
was deliberately obstructive to the defence case.

322. In his book, Mr Karam claims the Dunedin Police were polarised by the arrest of
David Bain. He attributes this information to Inspector Soper, the acting District
Commander, whom he spoke with while gathering information.594 Inspector
Soper, however, denies he made such a remark and says there was positively
no expression of disagreement among Dunedin Police staff that David had been
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wrongly arrested and charged.595

323. This complaint is largely an expression of opinion by Mr Karam and we found no
basis to suggest any prosecution witness, Police or otherwise, wilfully misled the
court on any issue.

Work Done by Peter Durrant

324. In the course of the review we consulted Mr Peter Durrant, a Christchurch
Scientist and forensic photographer. He was referred to us by an officer at
Police National Headquarters as a person with expertise in photography analysis
and equidensitometry - a process by which it is reputedly possible to capture
from floor coverings the footwear impressions of persons who have walked on it.
It was said that he could even make such identification from photographic
negatives.

325. We duly referred to him

a) Photographs and video footage of the supposed spectacle lens found by
Detective Sergeant Weir in Stephen's room. He was asked for an opinion
on whether or not it was a lens. Like Mr Karam's advisers, he concluded
the dark edge of what was believed to be the lens is folded material, may
be a folded sheet, which is being looked at through plastic on the floor.
The ESR came to the same conclusion.

b) Photographs of rooms in the Bain house and of Robin's and Davjd's
footwear. He produced for us a booklet which purported to indicate he
had located partial impressions from Robin's shoes on the carpet in
David's room and on the carpet in the computer room. We were unable to
see the impressions as Mr Durrant apparently could and we sent the
material to the ESR for independent evaluation.

326. The ESR scientist Mr Walsh has reported that he believes Mr Durrant's
conclusions are wrong. He does not believe the impressions are present. He
considers his approach is neither supported by modern published literature nor
by world authorities on the subject. 596

327. In the circumstances, we are not persuaded by Mr Durrant's advice as it relates
to shoe impressions.

595 Soper Review StInt Ref.22003
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PART FOUR
CONCLUSIONS

t
328. We reiterate that it is not our function to judge the guilt or otherwise of David

Sain. That was the task of the jury em panelled in the Dunedin High Court in
May 1995. We have confined our endeavours to assessing the merits of the
claims made of Police misconduct, neglect of duty and incompetence during the
original investigation and subsequent presentation of evidence to the Court.

·329. The broad contention that the investigation wasa.bungledeffortwhich led to a
wrong conclusion being drawn and that officers then selected evidence. to
support that conclusion is rejected. We believe the original investigation was
mounted and pursued with proper regard to standards, policy and procedures
and that those involved acquitted themselves with integrity. We found no
evidence of criminal behaviour or misconduct by any Police officer.

330. It could be expected that, in any major criminal investigation conducted in an .I.

environment of considerable pressure, it would be possible at a later date
following critical analysis and with the benefit of hindsight, to highlight some
aspects of the investigation that could have been pursued differently or more
appropriately. While this may be demonstrated by some matters referred to in
this report we are of the view that the wide-ranging attack on both the integrity
and competence of the criminal investigation team is unjustified.

331. This investigation has undoubtedly been complex and time consuming. The
Police officers named in paragraph 3 have worked full-time under our oversight
and direction for a period of six months and we are grateful to them for their
dedication to the task .

.332. We record that we received the utmost courtesy and cooperation from all
perscms with whom we made contact and we thank them for their tolerance and
consideration.
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